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If so, you may be interested to learn about an approach developed over the last decade by 
Dr Robert Styles and his team at ANU that is continuing to prove successful. For example, 
Australian Public Service Employee Census data (Commission 2017) captured pre and post 
an intervention in the Department of Finance showed a significant and positive 
improvement along several dimensions, including: Employee Engagement; Leadership; 
Organisational Change; Workplace Culture; Workplace Conditions; Performance 
Management; Career Management; Inclusion & Diversity; and, Agency Specific 
Performance. These measures showed significant improvements when compared with 
those baseline measures taken over previous years, with some measures improving 
favourably by up to 25% and 28%.  
 
So, what is involved? 
Broadly, this work comprises three structured and facilitated discussions convened over a 
series of workshops designed have each leader with their team reflect on what is important 
personally and professionally and how they can more effectively move towards what is 
valued in the long-run. Participants were introduced to a suite of simple, yet powerful, tools 
for exercising psychological flexibility and taking choices for action toward things that 
fundamentally matter. The aim is for intentional and positive change within their life, close 
relationships, their work with others, and their future. Importantly, the facilitated 
discussions and reflections are complemented by action learning, which has been designed 
to reinforce and embed desired change operationally. These three structured reflections 
with complementary action learning typically occur over four to eight months and include:  
 
Cultivating a high-performing mind (moral self-determination) 
This aspect of the process entails personal and transformative reflections designed to have 
participants take perspective on their own efforts to live in line with what is intrinsically 
important and actively move towards what is valued. They learned how to exercise 
psychological flexibility, defined as "contacting the present moment as a conscious human 
being, fully and without needless defence – as it is and not as what it ‘says' it is – and 
(depending on what the situation affords) persisting with or changing a behaviour in the 
service of chosen values" (Biglan et al. 2008). Those involved in our interventions are invited 
to reflect on their personal efforts as a professional to live the values and virtues that are 
intrinsically important to them within the context of their daily life at work. As a 
consequence of these reflections and related action learning, their capacity as individuals 
for self-determined intentional and positive change within their life, relationships and work 
is significantly enhanced. 
 
 
 



Taking perspective on a preferred and probable future 
This phase of the intervention is an active enquiry into, and consideration of, what a 
preferred and probable future could actually look like within the organisation, community 
and society in relation to the disciplines and practices they are engaged with. The process 
accesses the wisdom in the room as those involved reflect on what a healthy, harmonious 
and prosperous world could look like should it materialise within their organisation and 
broader working context. The output of this enquiry is a much clearer understanding of the 
prevailing trends and drivers in the system that are shaping the behaviour of their 
organisation and community and the consequences of organised effort. This makes it 
possible for them to identify and benchmark opportunities and innovations that could likely 
be the seeds of positive trans-generational and system-wide change. 
 
Establishing a healthy normative environment that builds and maintains trust and 
reciprocity 
Leaders and their teams are introduced to a set of principles for good civic behaviour that 
have been shown to underpin the formal and cultural normative practices that sustain 
effective inter-related team work over extended periods and distances required for 
successful enterprise. Together the leaders and teams reflect on how they could best guide 
and support the various groups and organisations they are a part of and more effectively 
employ the set of principles and consequently cultivate effective, trusting and collaborative 
working relationships. This discussion also touches on how their organisation could more 
successfully interface and interact with the society it is a part of. With this framework the 
participants are further equipped to cultivate a healthier team and organisational culture 
and more successfully guide collective best-practice at every level in the system. 
 
Overall 
This approach aims at building capacity for values-directed action at each level. Participants 
cultivate the ability to think strategically about changing future contexts and contribute 
professionally and influentially in establishing the cooperative and productive work-culture 
necessary for effecting systemic transformation in the pursuit of realising shared goals. This 
work is a measured intervention that seeks to balance both work and life goals in synergy 
wherever feasible instead of treating these artificially as separate or incongruent domains. 
This in turn prepares participants to successfully adapt and engage in a healthier way with 
their work and life priorities. 
 
The science behind our approach 
We have been actively researching how language and cognition functions to influence 
psychological and social wellbeing. Specifically, our work has shown that if we observe (with 
wonder and curiosity) and describe experience in a certain way (in terms of practicing what 
is intrinsically important) it predicts wellbeing 6 to 12 months later (Atkins & Styles 2016; 
Styles & DeCruz under review; Styles & Atkins 2016, 2018). The ongoing application of our 
applied research is at the operational nexus of a number of different disciplines including 
applied behavioural psychology (Hayes et al. 2001; Hayes et al. 2012; Zettle et al. 2016), 
organisational and cultural sociology (McGinnis 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Ostrom 2005), 
evolutionary science (Jablonka & Lamb 2005; Sterelny 2012; West-Eberhard 2003), and 
systems engineering (Georghiou et al. 2008; Phaal et al. 2010). As outlined above, the 
professional application of this work focuses on the enhancement of team and institutional 



productivity, collaboration and performance. This work is part of an international initiative 
stemming out of the University of Nevada and The Evolution Institute, Florida, aimed at 
applying evolutionary and behavioural principles to solving real-world problems. We and 
our colleagues have shown that as humans we are evolving along 4 dimensions:  

• Symbolically (relational responding and symbolic inheritance) 
• Socially (behavioural modelling & imprinting) 
• Behaviourally (operant & respondent conditioning) 
• Biologically (genetically & epigenetically) 

 
It is becoming increasingly apparent that it is our capacity for language (symbolic behaviour) 
that is driving evolution along the other dimensions. We have constructed heritable 
symbolic niches called customs, norms, philosophies, worldviews, strategies, beliefs, 
paradigms, stories and the like that have allowed us to develop our societies over millennia 
with both positive and negative aspects. Leveraging this insight has led to the development 
of our multi-disciplinary approach to helping people at work take a value-directed, prosocial 
approach to achieving what is important in the long-run. This includes: strategic foresighting 
and roadmapping to establish a sense of purpose at multiple levels across the organisation 
and system; the development of norms of trust and reciprocity within and between groups; 
and, enhancing the psychological flexibility of those involved to increase levels of mature 
perspective-taking and intrinsic motivation. The whole process is complemented by 
executive coaching and action learning/research which supports transfer of learning and the 
integration of these core principles and practices into life and the workplace (Marquardt et 
al. 2009; Miller & Rollnick 2013; Reason & Bradbury 2008; Stober & Grant 2006). 
 
So, are you wanting to effectively lead innovation and change?  
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